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Outline

Ohio State University – Agricultural Technical Inst. 
Ag Focus – International Business & Supply Chains
• Pedagogical Techniques and Outcomes

1. Industry speakers
2. Simulations
3. Assignments on ‘Current Events, Databases, 

Video Case Studies’
4. Continuous (Online) Feedback

• Takeaways for NASBITE Instructors



1. Industry Speakers

http://go.osu.edu/bizvisits


Sample Speakers with Global Emphases

• Port of Cleveland
• Consolidated Foods Co – on global meat industry
• Chemical Dynamics – on global and macroeconomic 

factors 
• Freight Bridge India – on global logistics
• SmithCNC-USA – on China and Mexico (culture)
• Nestle – on global expansion
• Misfits Markets – on innovative global supply chains
• Sherwin Williams – on global ESG

• Zoom
• Broad ranging 

topics and 
wisdom!
• Good networking 

opportunities



2. Simulations

• AnyLogic Cloud – Global models
• AnyLogistix software – build our own models / use demo models

• At sophomore, junior level (intro course):
• Arrange the Performance Dashboard for Key Performance Indicators
• Run existing models to interpret the results
• Identify the bottlenecks
• Design our own models

https://cloud.anylogic.com/models?public=true
https://cloud.anylogic.com/models?public=true&orderType=BEST&selectedCategory=Selected%20Models&textSearch=global


3. Current Events, Databases, Case Studies

• Current News: Global Supply Chains 
• Database: ProcurementIQ
• Last Mile Problem 
• Just In Time (issues with Covid19 disruptions)

• Case Study: EngageTheChain.org 

• YouTube Playlists
• Agri Input Supply Chains
• Risks in Supply Chains – global differences
• Sustainability topics

https://news.google.com/search?q=global%20agricultural%20supply%20chains
https://osu.instructure.com/courses/103681/assignments/2505072
https://news.google.com/search?q=last%20mile%20problem
https://news.google.com/search?q=just%20in%20time%20supply%20chain
https://osu.instructure.com/courses/103681/assignments/2274765
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvn3-u-AGY78IqHsOPh-01UWISNmatBnY
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvn3-u-AGY78D-dN44PAt9pDhqMSgziYr
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvn3-u-AGY78IAuCRGJ5wklKGyrkV66GG


Databases

• Trade.gov - https://www.trade.gov/ccg-landing-page
• https://www.customsinfo.com/

• Passport GMID
• IBISWorld Procurement
• IBISWorld Industry Reports – China 
• Hoover's Online
• World Trade Organization Data Portal

https://www.trade.gov/ccg-landing-page
https://www.customsinfo.com/
http://library.ohio-state.edu/record=e1001313
http://library.ohio-state.edu/record=e1002160~S7
http://library.ohio-state.edu/record=e1000607
http://library.ohio-state.edu/record=e1000213
https://data.wto.org/


4. Continuous Online Feedback

• Lessons Learned from the Invited Speakers
• Clicker software (Top Hat / Socrative) for regular quizzing
• Closed-ended (Multiple Choice) questions
• Open-ended questions – to gauge student learning



Experiences from another instructor

• Case Studies
• Foreign Currency Risks
• An Article A Day – from Google News!
• Small Group Discussions (better than the entire class discussions via 

Zoom)
• Discussions – were NOT effective; worked only when specific prompts 

were given
• Participation points
• Students focus on the PPT slides, quizzes, and HW for points L



• Use of Google Sheets for costing, demand planning
• Often start with blank sheet, so that students can start from scratch!

• Challenges:
• Students doing the basic minimum work
• Students not contributing enough to discussions or be prepared
• Broad overview vs. focused learning
• Diverse interests of students
• Ability to find answers in the new contexts



Takeaways for NASBITE Instructors

• Wide variety of resources are available!



Pedagogical Takeaways for 
NASBITE Instructors

1. Assess and Plan based on Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

2. Organize knowledge (connections)
3. Motivate students (relevance, curiosity)
4. Develop mastery 
5. Practice and Feedback
6. Learning environment and course climate
7. Self-Directed Learning



Takeaways for NASBITE 
Instructors
• Fluency vs. Mastery
• Massed, cramming – not effective

• Active Retrieval 
• Interleave – spaced practice
• Elaboration (in simple terms)
• Testing (dynamic)



Make It Stick – for Long Term Retention

Lecturio.com



Make It Stick – for Long Term Retention

Lecturio.com



Other concepts that have informed my teaching

• Backwards Design
• Start with the big rocks principles and 

design activities/assignments based on that

• Bloom’s Taxonomy



Questions or Comments?

• Would like to know what worked and what did not work for you!



• The Ohio State University students enroll in a course in Food and Agricultural Supply Chains course. Upon 
teaching it twice, I realized that a multitude of International Business (IB) concepts such as globalization, 
logistics, and company strategies being covered in this course. I invited speakers from the industry, conducted 
classroom simulations (anyLogistix software), conducted polls using clicker software TopHat, among other 
things. The participants in this NASBITE conference would be particularly interested in knowing and discussing 
the variety of teaching pedagogical strategies and reflect upon how they can be expanded to the industry 
audiences taking NASBITE courses.

• Dr. Kumarappan is interested in analyzing topics in agriculture, renewable energy, business 
entrepreneurship, and using technology for (online) classroom pedagogy. He employs economic analysis 
optimization models, simulation models, and survey research for data collection and economic analysis. He can 
be contacted at kumarappan.1@osu.edu or at 330-287-1261.

mailto:kumarappan.1@osu.edu

